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An overview is presented of experiments on ballisti
systems whi h are

ele tri al transport in inhomogeneous super ondu ting

ontrolled by the pro ess of Andreev ree tion. The initial experiments based on the

ten e of a normal phase and a super ondu ting phase in the intermediate state led to the
followed by a fo us on geometri ally inhomogeneous systems like point

onta ts, whi h provided a very

manifestation of the energy and dire tion dependen e of the Andreev ree tion pro ess. The point
re ently evolved towards the atomi

lear

onta ts have

s ale owing to the use of me hani al break-jun tions, revealing a very de-

tailed dependen e of Andreev ree tion on the ma ros opi
resear h, the super ondu ting inhomogeneity is

phase of the super ondu ting state. In present-day

onstru ted by

lean room te hnology and

ombines super-

ondu ting materials, for example, with low-dimensional materials and topologi al insulators.
the super ondu tor is

oexis-

on ept itself. It was

ombined with nano-obje ts, su h as graphene,

Alternatively,

arbon nanotubes, or semi ondu ting

nanowires. Ea h of these inhomogeneous systems provides a very interesting range of properties, all rooted in
some manifestation of Andreev ree tion.
Contribution for the JETP spe ial issue in honor of A. F. Andreev's 75th birthday
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into a hole whi h retra es the path of the in ident ele tron, a

1. INTRODUCTION

ing
The 50-year-old

on ept of Andreev ree tion [1℄,

published in May 1964, arose originally in the
text of ballisti

ompanied by the simultaneous pro ess of a

harge of

transport in inhomogeneous

on-

2e being

arried away by the super ondu t-

ondensate. This pro ess fa ilitated

harge trans-

port but it did not allow for energy transport and the
observed thermal boundary resistan e was a natural

rystalline

onsequen e [1, 7℄.

materials with parts in the super ondu ting phase inAn interfa e between a normal metal and a super-

termixed with parts in the normal phase. The dieren e between the ele tri al and thermal

ondu tor is an example of an inhomogeneous super-

ondu tivities,

already observed in the early 1950s by Mendelssohn

ondu ting system. Sin e the early 1950s, the natural

and Olsen [2℄, and Hulm [3℄ was not resolved by the

framework for dealing with a position-dependent su-

1959 mi ros opi

theory of the thermal

ondu tivity

per ondu ting order parameter was provided by the

by Bardeen et al. [4℄. Subsequent experimental work by

GinzburgLandau theory [8℄.

Zavaritskii [5℄ in 1960, and by Strässler and Wyder [6℄

ory [9, 10℄ assumed a uniform super ondu ting state.

in 1963 led Andreev to the analysis of ele tron trans-

By developing a formulation in 1958 of the mi ro-

port at the interfa e between the normal and the su-

s opi

per ondu ting phase in the same

Gorkov [12℄ showed in 1959 that the GinzburgLandau

ed the unique pro ess of the

rystal.

He identi-

onversion of an ele tron

theory

The original BCS the-

theory [11℄, whi h allows for spatial variations,
an be derived from the mi ros opi theory. The

GinzburgLandau theory is only valid
*
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and ele tri al
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ondu tivities was primarily manifest at

temperatures mu h lower than

T

. A

on eptual frame-

ess. An experimental
emerging from the

whi h in luded the spe tral properties of the super on-

innovation is needed.

du ting state, whi h is available in the original Gorkov
The BogoliubovDe Gennes equations,

whi h are now

ommonly used, are a limit

ase of these

Gorkov equations, suitable for treating ballisti

trans-

port.
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hallenge is to determine whi h

framework is appropriate for the a tual nano-obje ts

work for inhomogeneous super ondu tors was needed,

theory [11℄.

òîì

lean room and where theoreti al

In what follows, we attempt to summarize the developments in the subje t over the past 50 years. The
fo us is on experimental observations, whi h provide a
dire t demonstration related to ballisti Andreev ree tion. The main attention is paid to the demonstration

From the experimental point of view, another very
important step was taken almost simultaneously in
1965 by Sharvin [13℄ by the invention of me hani ally
onstru ted metalli

point

onta ts. This allowed the

of the reversal of dire tion, as well as of the

harge, and

the spe tros opi ally important dependen e on energy.
Furthermore, a third important aspe t is the dependen e on the ma ros opi

quantum phase, whi h mani-

study of ele tri al transport between two dissimilar

fests itself when more than one super ondu tor is used.

materials, with ele tri al transport governed by

It leads to the

ally ballisti
of ballisti

ele trons. The appli ation of this

lassion ept

on ept of Andreev bound states, whi h

arry the Josephson

transport to normal-metalsuper ondu tor

urrent.

Sin e the eld has be-

ome large, a further sele tion was applied by fo using

onta ts provided the framework, introdu ed by Blon-

on experiments that are su iently well-dened, su h

der et al. [14℄, to measure the energy dependen e of the

that a quantitative des ription turns out to be possible.

Andreev s attering pro ess very dire tly. The Sharvin

Needless to say, many experiments are not in luded,

point

onta ts also stimulated a new approa h to the

in parti ular those in whi h diusive s attering is the

des ription of ele tri al transport on the nanos ale level

dominant ingredient. The se tion headings give an in-

by using the s attering matrix approa h, introdu ed al-

di ation of the subje t.

ready in 1957 by Landauer [15℄ and generalized and ap-

the dates in whi h, in our view, the most signi ant

plied to phase- oherent normal transport in nanos ale

developments for this subje t took pla e.

obje ts by Büttiker in 1985 [16℄.

They are supplemented with

Rather than rely-

ing on a general theory for inhomogeneous systems,
it fo uses on simplied experimental systems in whi h
the phase- oherent transport problem
three pie es. It sele ts the

lass of problems in whi h

two equilibrium reservoirs

an be dened, usually at

a dierent

2. INHOMOGENEOUS
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY CLOSE TO
19501957

an be split into

T:

hemi al potentials or temperatures, whi h

After the dis overy of super ondu tivity by observ-

serve as emitters or absorbers of quantum parti les and

ing zero resistan e by Kamerlingh Onnes in 1911, it

a s attering region in whi h the interesting physi al

took until 1933 for a se ond fundamental property to

pro esses o

be identied by Meissner and O hsenfeld, and

ur and whi h

s attering matrix with

an be

ertain symmetry properties.

The experimental progress in
obje ts with the

hara terized by a

alled

perfe t diamagnetism. An early explanation was pro-

onstru ting nano-

vided by Fritz and Heinz London in 1935 by a modi a-

lean room te hnology, now univer-

tion of the Maxwell equations inside a super ondu ting

sally available, has led to many experiments based on

material. It was known that these properties were very

nano-obje ts

ni ely observed in pure

onne ted to super ondu ting rather than

normal-metal reservoirs. This leads to a large variety
of obje ts and observations in whi h the

hallenge is to

mer ury.

rystals of tin, aluminium, and

However, it was also known that many su-

per ondu ting alloys did not obey these basi

relations.

dis over new phenomena and at the same time establish

In parti ular, perfe t diamagnetism was not observed

through transport experiments what has a tually been

although the material provided zero resistan e. Appar-

made in the

ently, magneti

lean room. In some

ases, the general the-

ory of inhomogeneous nonequilibrium super ondu tivity is used to interpret these spe i

ux was not

the magnetization

ases. At the same

learly hystereti

ompletely ex luded and

urve was not reversible but showed
ee ts.

The rst theory

apable of

time, the per eived unique nature of these nano-obje ts

handling inhomogeneous systems was the Ginzburg

has led to an appli ation of the s attering-matrix ap-

Landau theory, introdu ed in 1950.

proa h, in whi h the super ondu ting

Abrikosov in 1957 to analyze what would happen with

as equilibrium reservoirs that

onta ts serve

ommuni ate with the

s attering region through the Andreev ree tion pro-

a super ondu tor if the magneti

It was used by

penetration depth

known from the London theory ex eeded another
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,

length

now

alled the GinzburgLandau

oheren e length.
By minimizing the expression for the free energy in
a volume in whi h the order parameter
position, we nd the two

an vary with

elebrated GinzburgLandau

(GL) expressions

1



2m
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i~r

2

+

+ j j2 = 0

(1)

and

j=

2 
A:

e ~ 
2im ( r

r  ) me 

These two equations allow

(2)

al ulating the order pa-

eld, in luding the distribution of the

rent. The magneti
strength. And, of
parameter

is

eld

H

in a yoke of super ondu ting material, separated by a
thin layer of glass with the same thermal expansion

ur-

is the lo ally present eld

, whi

h

o-

e ient as that of niobium. From the perspe tive of
the ele trons, the a tual

ourse, it is assumed that the order

omplex with a phase

onta t made of a

pointed niobium s rew tou hing a niobium anvil, both

rameter as a fun tion of position in the presen e of a
magneti

Super ondu ting point

Fig. 1.

onta t is formed by a metalli

path pun hing through the surfa e oxide

an also

be position dependent.
The most ideal inhomogeneous system is one in
whi h we have a
pie e of atomi

learly dened boundary between a

matter in the super ondu ting state

and a pie e of the same atomi

matter in the normal

state. In su h a system, no barrier would be en ountered for normal ele troni

today, whi h
ent atomi
atomi

onsist of dierent materials with dierThis nonuniformity in the

this magneti

However, it

whi h this

ases in

omplexity is absent.

However,

eld.

rystal

an be grown with an elasti

s attering length

of the order of millimeters. The ratio of the resistan e
at room temperature
peratures
rystals

ompared to the one at low tem-

an be in the range of several 10000s. The
an have a high degree of purity with an im-

purity resistan e very low

ontributes strongly to the interplay between elasti
and Andreev s attering. Below, we sket h two

eld.

For a material su h as tin or aluminium, a single

sense, whi h goes beyond the super ondu ting

properties, is an experimental nuisan e.

urs in the presen e of a magneti

the normal state is hardly ae ted by the presen e of

arrangement. Obviously,

ase in the many nano-devi es studied

arrangements.

o

transport, be ause the ma-

terial is uniform in its atomi
this is not the

state and a domain with ele trons in the super ondu ting state. The pri e to be paid is that the normal state

ompared to the resistan e

aused by ele tronphonon s attering. These

rystals

have been used extensively to study transport properties. The ele tri al resistan e in this intermediate state
is very well understood as being due to the resistiv-

2.1. Inhomogeneous system reated with an
applied magneti eld: intermediate state
In type-II super ondu tors, dis overed by Abriko-





ity of the normal state multiplied by the thi kness of
the normal slabs and their number. The di ulty was
that the thermal resistan e did not behave in the same
way. It appeared as if there was a thermal boundary

and quantized vorti es

resistan e present, whi h in reased with lowering the

are the dominant inhomogeneous state, with their own

temperature. This dieren e was the starting point for

interesting mi ros opi

the

sov,

is mu h larger than

   , in the presen

properties. In the other limit,

e of a magneti

on ept of Andreev ree tions.

eld, the material

breaks up in lamellae of alternating super ondu ting

2.2. Constri tion-type inhomogeneity

and normal phase. One of the attra tive features of this
intermediate state in type-I super ondu tors is that it

Another example of an inhomogeneous system is a

provides a system with un ompromised interfa es between a normal state and a super ondu ting state. In
the same material with the same atomi

onstri tion-type Josephson weak link [17℄.

We

on-

sider two massive volumes of a super ondu tor, whi h

onstituents,

are only linked to ea h other at one point by a short and

we then have a domain with ele trons in the normal

narrow pie e of the same super ondu tor (see Fig. 1).
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eld and a

super ondu ting order parameter
same. If a

urrent is applied, the

in the banks of the point

urrent, the

is everywhere the
urrent density is low

onta t and high in the ne k,

where a strong gradient of

is present. Aslamazov and

Larkin [18℄ have analyzed this

ase, starting with the

k

B

T , where the GinzburgLandau equations

both the

lean and dirty limits

ase due to the dierent

se tions, whi h enfor e a strong dieren e in the

ross
ur-

rent density.
The

urrent

an be expressed using the se ond

GinzburgLandau equation (Eq. (2)), leading to

J

s

= C j 1 jj 2j sin(1

2 ):

(4)

This simple derivation has shown in an elegant way
that the

sin  dependen e of the Joseph-

hara teristi

T

son ee t emerges quite generally,

lose to

dirty and

The important as-

lean super ondu tors.

, for both

sumption is that two equilibrium reservoirs are

on-

e = 2e, n

= n=2.

oe ients are xed with the

m

onven-

s

= m, the free ele tron mass.

Neverthe-

less, sin e the GinzburgLandau equations are limited
to the range

lose to

T

, only properties that depend

on the value of the order parameter and its phase

It was found in the experiments that in very good
atomi ally uniform

rystals of super ondu tors, su h as

mer ury [3℄ or indium [6℄ with a good Meissner state
at low magneti
magneti

elds,

B = 0, upon appli ation of a

eld, the domains appeared that were in the

normal state (N) interleaved with domains that were
in the super ondu ting state (S). The
had a mean free path for elasti
der of

rystals studied

s attering of the or-

0:5 mm, whereas the thi knesses of the N and
0:02 mm range. In

S layers were inferred to be in the

other words, the transport at the NS interfa es

lem to solving Eq. (3), in this

denitely be

tion that the GinzburgLandau equations

an

be handled.

ne ted by a weak link, whi h allows redu ing the probase under the assump-

 in

and

ould be derived (su h

al. [19℄) and led to the identi ation
tion that

homogeneity is in this



as, for example, the expressions given by Saint-James et

se ond-derivative term,

whi h has to be solved together with Eq. (2). The in-

an

theory, it was shown

that the very useful expli it expressions for

The numeri al

(3)

146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014

be derived from the mi ros opi

observation that the dominant term in Eq. (1) is the

r2 = 0;

òîì

ould

onsidered ballisti .

an be ap-

In 1964, Andreev [1℄ used the Gorkov equations [11℄,

plied, valid for small values of the order parameter

applied to a system without impurity s attering, whi h

k

(

T ).

ustomary to assume that in the

ontained a more or less sharp boundary between a

presen e of a voltage, the super urrent has a parallel

B

It is

= V=R, with R being

normal phase and a super ondu ting phase. He found

a voltage-independent resistan e, without any informa-

ity that depends on the energy relative to the energy

tion about the mi ros opi

gap

I

urrent given by Ohm's law,

n

super ondu ting properties.

In subsequent resear h, it has be ome

the

lear that the

onversion of an ele tron to a hole with a probabil-

 of the super ondu ting state.

He pro eeded by

al ulating the thermal ux a ross the boundary and

voltage dependen e of the normal transport, i. e., the

ompared the result with the data obtained by Zavar-

nonlinearity of the resistor, is a ri h sour e of informa-

itskii. In passing, he pointed out that the path of the

tion about the mi ros opi

properties. In experiments,

it is unavoidable, given the way the point

onta ts are

made, that there is a possibility of enhan ed elasti
s attering at the
ous

onstri tion itself, unlike in the previ-

ase of the intermediate state.

3. INHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS FAR BELOW
T : 19631966
The original mi ros opi
ity

thermal

is dependent on the energy, it inverts the

ondu tan e was

al ulated by

harge, and

it leads to a reversal of all velo ity dire tions.

theory of super ondu tiv-

onsiders a uniform system. Within this framework,

the ele troni

ele tron and the hole had a unique element to it:  We
note the following urious feature. Usually when parti les are ree ted, only the omponent of the velo ity
normal to the boundary hanges sign. The proje tion
of the velo ity on the plane of the boundary remains
un hanged. In our ase all three omponents of the velo ity hange sign. It means that the ree tion pro ess

Although Andreev based his analysis on the Gorkov
equations, the most

ommon approa h to dis uss the

pro ess of Andreev ree tion is now by using the

Bardeen, Ri kayzen, and Tewordt [4℄, showing an expo-

BogoliubovDe Gennes equations.

nential de ay of the ele troni

ontribution to thermal

ubov and De Gennes never wrote a paper together and

ondu tivity, in line with the redu tion of the quasi-

it is therefore worthwile to provide some indi ation on

parti le density. Given the examples above, the

hal-

how these names

However, Bogoli-

ame together. The emergen e of the

lenge is to deal also with inhomogeneous super ondu t-

Bogoliubov formulation of the theory of super ondu -

ing systems in the limit

tivity together with the

k

B

T.

In the opposite limit
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ory is des ribed by Gorkov [20℄. Around 1963, Pierre

1964 paper on the ex itations in a vortex

Gilles de Gennes applied a Bogoliubov transformation

roli, De Gennes, and Matri on [29℄ refer to the set

to a position-dependent eigenfun tion. He denes

of equations by simply

(r ") =

X

"u

n

n

n

(5)

n

n

(u; v)

transformation to the

whi h represents the annihilation operator for a po-

neous systems.

sition

Bogoliubov [24℄,

u

with

v

and

also

position-

transformation (Eq. (5)) that

ee tive Hamiltonian,

to be found self-

(r) = V h (r ") (r #)i =
X
= V v (r)u (r)[1 2f ℄:
n

n

(6)

alled Bogoliubov

De Gennes equations. They appeared for the rst time
It is stated that for a nor-

mal metal lm on a super ondu tor, the one-parti le
ex itation energies are the eigenvalues of

~2

position-dependent wave fun tions for the quasiparti-

2m r E u + v;
 2
~ 2
Ev =
2m r + E v + u:

Eu =

(7)

oupling

lear that the Gorkov equations
an be used as a starting point

for also treating the

an e of the

nomenon that we now

all Andreev ree tion. He pub-

lished a more extensive
(8)

al ulation of the 1963 paper

with De Gennes [21℄, using the BogoliubovDe Gennes

a on a superx = 0 to deter-

equations, for a normal metal of thi kness

(r) is the usual one-ele tron

ondu tor with the interfa e lo ated at

mine the ex itation spe trum. At the end of this

operators.

al-

ulation, he writes in the Fren h Journal de Physique:

This set of equations (Eqs. (7)), whi h obviously
look like a set of S hrödinger equations

oupled by the

parameter

,

equations.

To the best of our knowledge, the assign-

are

alled the BogoliubovDe Gennes

ment of these equations to these two authors together,
and not for example to De Gennes and Saint James,
was for the rst time done in print in a paper by Kulik [22℄ on the super urrent in an SNS jun tion. Histori ally, it is

ourse of history, the signi-

ontribution of Saint-James might have

be ome underexposed. Interestingly, in the 1964 paper

is the lo al value of the ele tronele tron

onstant and the

ases with diusive s attering and

by Saint-James, we already nd a glimpse of the phe-

The pair potential

g(r)

At the same time, it is
are more general and

Meanwhile, in the

F

where

all the set

of equations (7) the BogoliubovDe Gennes equations.

F

 is dened as
(r) = g(r)h (r) (r)i;

inhomogeneous problems in super ondu tivity. It

is therefore histori ally understandable to

nonequilibrium problems.



2

on lu-

les, through whi h he opened the door to treating bal-

From this starting point, De Gennes derived the set of



The

the generalization of the Bogoliubov transformation to

listi

in print in 1963 in [21℄.

wave fun tions of

sion is that the major step forward by De Gennes was

n

oupled equations, whi h are now

an be written in terms

u(r); v(r)

oordinate-dependent

ele trons in the super ondu ting phase.

onsistently from

n

ollaborator of

alls it the BogoliubovDe Gennes

of

(r)

ase of inhomoge-

Shirkov [30℄, a former

dependent eigenfun tions to be determined from the
with

omplishment by

De Gennes, whi h is the generalization of the Bogoliubov

eigenfun tion,

iting Bogoliubov et al. [24℄.

Unfortunately, this hides a major a

 v (r) ;
#

(r)

ore, Ca-

lear that the origin

an be found in the self-

onsistent eld method for the BCS theory of Bogoliubov [23℄, whi h was originally published in JETP [24℄

What is the origin of the result? An ele tron travels
through the region (N), and penetrates in (S), where it
reates an ele tron-hole pair. The two ele trons ombine to form a Cooper-pair, leading to a hole whi h
travels ba k inside (N), after whi h it ree ts at the
opposite surfa e of (N) at x = a and the y le will repeat. The total duration of the y le is 4a=vF os  1) ,


with

 a measure of the energy.

The fa tor

4 indi ates

that the slab needs to be traversed two times to provide interferen e, to be

ontrasted with

2 for normal

ree tion. Based on this arti le, Deuts her [31℄ has re-

and Il Nuovo Cimento [25℄. Kulik refers to another paper of Bogoliubov [26℄, whi h deals with general aspe ts
of the self- onsistent eld method.
The a tual derivation of the BogoliubovDe Gennes
equations is given by Saint-James in Ref. [27℄ in an
appendix, while referring to le ture notes on the subje t by De Gennes, dated 19631964, whi h were later
published by De Gennes [28℄ in 1966. Ironi ally, in a

1) Quelle est l' origine physique de e résultat? Un éle tron
s'avan e dans la région (N), pénétre dans (S) où il rée une paire
éle tron-trou. Les deux éle trons se ombinent pour former une
paire de Cooper, tandis que le trou repasse dans (N), se réé hit
sur la surfa e x = a et revient dans (S) où il détruit une paire
de Cooper. Un éle tron apparaît de nouveau, repasse dans (N),
se réé hit sur la surfa e et le y le re ommen e. La durée totale
de e y le est: 4a=vF os .
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ently argued that the phenomenon of Andreev ree tion should be

alled AndreevSaint-James ree tion

to do justi e to the histori al re ord. In our view, the

A

unique nature of the pro ess of Andreev ree tion is
the reversal of all velo ity
pro ess

omponents, the unfamiliar

M

alled retro-ree tion, whi h is fully re ognized

and understood for the rst time in the original An-

d

dreev paper [1℄. Therefore, we believe it is justied to
ontinue to speak about the

on ept of Andreev ree -

tion, meaning the reversal of all velo ity
and the

H

omponents

harge.

The framework of the BogoliubovDe Gennes equa-

B

tions (Eqs. (7) and (8)) allows des ribing a nonuniform
super ondu ting state in many sele ted
interest. The parameter

V

ases of

urrent

V

in Eq. (6) is responsible for

the attra tive intera tion leading to super ondu tivity.
The quantity
what is



an be present anywhere, expressing

alled the proximity ee t.

The Bogoliubov

ertain

onditions.

traje tories in a pure

a ts as the emitter and point

the ele tron ow.

oexist under

rystal following
Point

onta t

onta t B as the

ol-

eld is applied in the dire tion of
(Pi ture taken from Sharvin and
Fisher [33℄)

Examples are the ex itations in

ore of a vortex [21℄, the ex itations in the nor-

mal domain of a type-I super ondu tor in the normal
state [32℄, and the ex itations in an SNS type Josephson jun tion by Kulik [22℄. In the last two
al ulation is usually

ases, the

arried out for a one-dimensional

model.
Most experiments were
well-annealed single

arried out on high-purity,

rystals of tin, indium, mer ury,

or lead. In these samples, the elasti

mean free path

easily rea hes a size approa hing a millimeter. Therefore, it was natural to ignore elasti

s attering and

to treat the wave fun tions as plane waves.

A dire t

measurement of the ex itation spe trum had to wait,
in all three

ases, until the arrival of nanolithography

and s anning probe te hniques.
the

ontrolled by the Fermi surfa e.

le tor. A magneti

termine the ex itation spe trum for materials in whi h

the

Ballisti

paths
A

De Gennes equations have been used extensively to dethe normal and super ondu ting phase

Fig. 2.

On the other hand,

on ept of Andreev ree tion ni ely explained the

observed dieren e between the ele tri al and thermal
ondu tion at NS interfa es. The remaining question
is what dire t experimental eviden e has been a

umu-

lated to test the theoreti al ideas in a qualitative and
quantitative way. How would we experimentally a

potential, we need a sour e of quasiparti les, a
manifest.

One of the rst steps along this path was

set by Sharvin [13℄, who introdu ed a new te hnique
to study Fermi surfa es by putting a sharp metalli
needle on a bulk single
(Fig. 2).

olle tor

The ele trons would follow paths along the

Fermi surfa e and the traje tory between the sour e
and the

olle tor

ould be inuen ed by a magneti

eld. In his analysis, he treated the point
ballisti , i. e., with a size small

onta t as

ompared to the elasti

mean free path in the material of the needle as well as of
the

rystal. From this assumption, he inferred that the

urrent is the dieren e between ele trons
one reservoir at a voltage

oming from

V , while the other reservoir,

kept at ground, sends ele trons in the other dire tion.
The Sharvin resistan e is then given by

R=

a well-dened normal-metalsuper ondu tor interfa e,
for whi h we

rystal of a metal as a sour e

and a se ond one at the opposite side as a

ess

an qualitatively and quantitatively study

the pro ess of Andreev ree tion itself ?

olle -

tor, and a medium through whi h their properties are

where

p
;
e D2 N

(9)

2

D is the diameter of the hole forming the point
p is the Fermi momentum, and N is the ele -

onta t,

4. BALLISTIC TRANSPORT AND ELECTRON
FOCUSING: 1966, 1974
In hindsight, in order to be able to study and exploit the phenomenon of Andreev ree tion in its full

tron density.

A rst observation was

arried out by

Sharvin and Fisher [33℄ and in more detail, by Sharvin
and Bogatina [34℄. Sin e the mean free path is mu h
larger than the diameter of the ori e

D, the resistan

e

is not the familar ba ks attering resistan e inside the
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onstri tion, but rather the geometri al restri tion on
possible

ondu tion

5. JOSEPHSON POINT CONTACTS: 1966, 1979

hannels.

This pioneering work with point

onta ts to under-

In parallel to the resear h on the use of normal

stand fundamental transport pro esses led to two new

metal point

types of experiment.

of a more applied nature on super ondu ting point

that the

Yanson [35℄ re ognized in 1974

on ept of ballisti

transport through an ori-

onta ts, there was quite a bit of resear h
on-

ta ts su h as the one shown in Fig. 1. Super ondu ting

 e as introdu ed by Sharvin was useful to understand

point

failed tunnel jun tions. Applying a large voltage to

velopments of SQUID magnetometers and in demon-

onta ts have been extensively used in early de-

a tunnel barrier produ es one or more leaky pathways,

strating the response to radiation known as Shapiro

whi h

steps. Undoubtedly, one of the beautiful aspe ts of the

an be analyzed as a Sharvin

onta t. He went

one step further and pointed out that the
voltage

hara teristi

to a ba ks attering

might

urrent

ontain nonlinearities due

urrent resulting from phonon ex-

itation, whi h should reveal the ele tronphonon in-

Josephson ee t is that it is a ma ros opi
phenomenon, whi h an o

between two super ondu tors.
the weak link, if the

quantum

ur in any kind of weak links,
Whatever the type of

oupling is not too weak to be

It was known that the latter

disrupted by thermal or quantum noise, any material

was measurable with super ondu ting tunnel jun tions.

put between the two super ondu tors, even va uum,

This new point- onta t te hnique allowed measuring

would oer a manifestation of the basi

tera tion spe trum.

hara teristi s

the ele tronphonon intera tion in normal metals. The

of the Josephson ee t.

su

in a tunnel jun tion by Rowell and Anderson, it was

ess was demonstrated for

Shalov [36℄.

opper by Yanson and

It inspired a group in Nijmegen in the

Netherlands, led by Peter Wyder (who had interest in
point

qui kly followed by a demonstration of the a

Joseph-

son ee t in a super ondu ting mi robridge, sometimes
alled an AndersonDayem [42℄ bridge. In 1966, Zim-

onta ts for far-infrared dete tion; see next se -

tion) to apply the same reasoning to the point

After the initial observation

on-

merman and Silver [43℄ introdu ed a DC SQUID based

ta ts as used by Sharvin. First results of this te hnique

on two me hani ally-made point- onta t diodes, very

applied to

mu h like the Sharvin point

opper, silver, and gold were published by

onta ts.

Jansen et al. [37℄ and the method was popularized by

of using point

a publi ation in S ien e by the same authors [38℄.

sear hers interested in an ex ellent

The te hnique

onta ts was qui kly taken up by reoupling to mi-

rowave radiation. Dayem and Grimes [44℄ studied the

A se ond development was introdu ed also in 1974
by Tsoi [39, 40℄. He modied the te hnique of Sharvin

emitted radiation of a point

to follow the paths of the ele trons by putting the

tain voltage. Levinstein and Kunzler [45℄ showed that

sour e and the

rys-

a point

eld, he was able

voltage

olle tor on the same side of the

tal. By using a transverse magneti
to tune the
tain spe i

y lotron orbits in su h a way that for

ele trons would rea h the

olle tor preferentially, also

onta t made it possible to obtain

er-

urrent

hara teristi s whi h evolve from a tunneling

urve to a typi al point

er-

strengths of the magneti eld, the emitted

onta t biased at a

onta t

IV

urve, whose na-

ture was not yet fully understood at that time. Grimes,
Ri hards, and Shapiro [46, 47℄ turned the point

onta t

ree ting the Fermi-surfa e properties. This te hnique

into a dete tor of far-infrared radiation. The te hni al

was also adopted by the Nijmegen group, leading to

details of their apparaturs have been des ribed by Con-

a

taldo [48℄.

ollaboration between the groups at Chernogolovka

and at Nijmegen [41℄.

Meanwhile, the s ienti

This work with point

onta ts has laid the ground-

work for an understanding of transport in terms of
si al ballisti
troni

traje tories. It meant a

transport in whi h two equilibrium reservoirs are

onne ted through a small ori e with a radius
has the net resistan e

R=
with

las-

on ept of ele -

l,

4l
3a2

a, whi

h

from those of Sharvin. For Zimmerman and Silver, the
mi ros opy of the Sharvin point
be

(10)

l-produ t, given by the freemv =ne2 . Ele trons passing through

tromagneti

performan e.

Sin e all of the point

on-

F

state impedan e, it was understood by Stewart [49℄ and
M Cumber [50℄ that the most appropriate engineering
model was that of the resistively shunted model (RSJ
model), whi h

ould be shunted by a

the ori e are absorbed by the reservoir, where they

therefore often

equilibrate, and

model treated the point

onversely, the reservoirs a t as sour es

of equilibrium ele trons.

onta t appeared to

ompletely absent. The emphasis was on the ele -

ta ts, as well as the mi robridges, had a low normal

the so- alled

ele tron values:

on epts around the point

onta ts of Zimmerman and Silver were quite dierent

ment
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I
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(taken from Weitz et al. [52℄).

for

for a ballisti

nio-

onta t with ideal equilibrium reservoirs
It

learly shows the

urrent beyond Vgap as well as the overall de-

variable-thi kness mi robridges, made of super ondu t-

ex ess

ing tin. These

viations from the resistively shunted jun tion model.

urves

learly show all the salient devi-

ations from the RSJ model:

Similar I V

a resistive state at low

state resistan e, a subharmoni
ex ess

gap stru ture, and an

urrent. The data are all taken

lose to T

be-

ause at lower temperatures, thermal hysteresis domi-

observed in niobium point

nates and masks the interesting physi s. From Klapwijk
et al. [51℄. The numbers at the

urves have been obtained for niobium tun-

nel jun tions with a leaky sili on barrier

voltages with a slope mu h smaller than the normal

onta ts, using the the-

ory presented by Aslamazov and Larkin [18℄, whi h

urves indi ate the bath

in essen e is the StewartM Cumber model.

temperature

terest in

The in-

onstri tion-type Josephson jun tions is

lear

from the 1974 review paper by Vystavkin et al. [55℄,
tions and shunted by a

apa itor. This model made it

possible to understand the dominant dieren e between
a Josephson tunnel jun tion and a low- apa itan e
urrent-biased point

onta t or mi robridge.

made it possible to identify at whi h level of
tan e hysteresis would appear in the

IV

It also
apa i-

urve.

The

StewartM Cumber model be ame the paradigm for
all resear h in whi h a mi ros opi

understanding was

not needed or not sought. In reality, there were very
many deviations (see, e. g., Figs. 3 and 4), whi h were
temporarily ignored. It is still the dominant model for
experiments in whi h the Josephson jun tion fun tions
as a building blo k for ma ros opi

quantum tunneling.

In the former Soviet Union, resear h on point

on-

ta ts and mi robridges aimed at the intera tion with
high-frequen y radiation was pi ked up at several laboratories of the A ademy of S ien es. Early work was

in whi h resear h at the IREE is presented together
with work by Likharev at Mos ow State University.
Both point

onta ts and super ondu ting mi robridges

were developed and studied. The majority of the work
was fo used on the Josephson ee t and interpreted
in the framework of the RSJC model.

However, as

in many other groups, signi ant deviations from the
RSJC model were observed. In a number of
solution was sought within the lumped

ases, the

ir uit nature

of the RSJC model. Although there was a strong drive
towards using Josephson jun tions for pra ti al appliations, a number of people stepped out of that mode
and fo used on an improved mi ros opi
ing.

In reality, a new mi ros opi

understand-

theoreti al frame-

work, largely absent in the well-known 1979 review by
Likharev [17℄, was needed to deal with inhomogeneous
problems in nonequilibrium super ondu tivity.

found at the Institute of Physi s Problems by Khaikin
and Krasnopolin [53℄ in 1966.

A strong program led

6. DIFFUSIVE NONEQUILIBRIUM THEORY:
19681979

by Vystavkin and Gubankov emerged at the Institute of Radioengineering and Radioele troni s of the
Working at this

The BogoliubovDe Gennes equations had emerged

laboratory Volkov and Nad' [54℄ published experimen-

as suitable in dealing with inhomogeneous problems in

tal data and a theoreti al analysis of Shapiro steps

systems with little or no impurity s attering.

A ademy of S ien es around 1970.
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ever, the super ondu ting devi es that were of interest
for pra ti al appli ations, the point

onta ts and mi-

robridges, were made of materials that had signi ant
impurity s attering. The nature of the
point

onta t of the

onta t was not very well known, but given the

rude way of making them, elasti

s attering inside the

onta t was to be expe ted. Mi robridges were made
from va uum- ondensed thin lms and made with dia-

of the Josephson ee t, the voltage- arrying state of
super ondu ting point

onta ts

ontained a number of

poorly understood phenomena (see, e. g., Fig. 3). First,
when ex eeding the
in the

riti al

urrent, a steep in rease

urrent, at nite voltage, is observed up to a

few mi rovolts, after whi h the voltage in reases mu h
more rapidly and often dis ontinuously.

This knee-

stru ture or foot-stru ture, depending on whether

mond-knife te hnology or primitive lithography. To de-

the voltage or the

s ribe these inhomogeneous super ondu ting systems,

observed in various laboratories and violated the ele-

in luding impurity s attering, an appropriate theoreti-

mentary RSJ model.

al framework was urgently needed.

rease in the

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the quasi lassi al
theory for inhomogeneous and nonequilibrium superondu tivity was developed. It started with the Gorkov

stru ture, features in the

mal state. A very

the

ontext of mesos opi

et al. [57℄. For the topi

systems is provided by Belzig
addressed here, the main mes-

sage is that this framework provides a mi ros opi

the-

gap

2=n are ob-

urrent beyond
apa ity to

arry

urrent at the same voltage than in the norlear example of the ex ess

urrent

an be found in Weitz et al. [52℄ and reprodu ed in

in Germany. A general introdu tion is available in the
onvenient in

urve at

2, a shifted asymptote suggesting a

ily in the former USSR with signi ant
An overview

IV

served, followed by a so- alled ex ess
more

textbook by Kopnin [56℄.

In addition, upon a further in-

urrent, the well-known subharmoni

theory [11℄, with the subsequent developments primarontributions

urrent is plotted horizontally, was

Fig. 4. These phenomena were universally observed in
all

onstri tion-type super ondu ting

onta ts, su h as

the mi robridges, pinholes in tunnel jun tion barriers and in point

onta ts. To

over a su iently large

ory for inhomogeneous systems, whi h is valid for all

range of temperatures and voltages, an important re-

temperatures and whi h is also suitable for nonequi-

quirements was the use of large reservoirs to maintain

librium systems. Therefore, the theory is parti ularly

thermal equilibrium in the

well suited, although not always easily tra table, for su-

bridges led to the use of variable-thi kness bridges.

per ondu ting
point

onstri tions su h as mi robridges and

onta ts, in luding

diusive.

onta ts, whi h for mi ro-

The rst item, the knee-stru ture, was addressed

ases where the s attering is

by Golub [65℄ and Aslamazov and Larkin [66℄, fol-

The theory is, in prin iple, also well-suited

lowed by an improved analysis by Artemenko, Volkov,

to deal with the large variety of modern hybrid devi es

and Zaitsev [67, 68℄ and in a more a

in whi h nano-obje ts are

S hmid, S hön, and Tinkham [69℄. The essential inter-

oupled to super ondu ting

ele trodes.

pretation is that under the voltage bias, the density of

The starting point is the eld-theoreti al des rip-

states in the ne k of the

onstri tion os illates rapidly

tion of super ondu tivity introdu ed by Gorkov [11℄,

at the Josephson frequen y. The

whi h has evolved into the quasi lassi al theory by re-

rapidly

E<

 and E > .

for energies

wavelength by Eilenberger [58℄ and Larkin and Ov hin-

upon

nikov [59℄. To deal with nite temperatures, the Mat-

parti le relaxation

subara [60℄ frequen ies and Keldysh [61℄ te hniques are

se ond part

A distin tion

an be made between

lean and

urrent

arried by this

hanging density of states behaves dierently

moving the rapid os illations on the s ale of the Fermi

used.

essible way by

The rst part

an,

hanging in time, only be populated by quasiaused by inelasti

pro esses. The

an easily equilibrate by diusion to the

equilibrium banks.

The models assume a short one-

dirty systems, resulting for dirty systems in the the-

dimensional diusive super ondu ting wire

ory for nonequilibrium inhomogeneous super ondu tiv-

to massive equilibrium reservoirs of the same superondu ting material.

ity problem of S hmid and S hön [62℄ and Larkin and
Ov hinnikov [

onne ted

63; 64℄.

The third item that was addressed was the ex ess

The approximations made over this 10-year period

urrent. Artemenko et al. [68, 70℄ showed in 19781979

have been very helpful in making the theory usable

that this ex ess

for the study of Josephson devi es su h as point

son ee t, in other words, unrelated to the physi s

ta ts and mi robridges.

on-

It was applied to a num-

urrent was not related to the Joseph-

ber of outstanding problems in the eld of super on-

quasiparti le

du ting

striking breakthrough

onta ts.

In

ontrast to tunnel jun tions of

whi h the quasiparti le

urrent bran h, the Giaever

tunneling was understood even prior to the dis overy

on-

tained in the RSJC model, but was part of the stati
urrent through the
ame by a

mental results between S S

onstri tion. A quite
omparison of experi-

onta ts and S N

on-

ta ts in resear h reported by Gubankov et al. [71℄. It
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led to the de isive arti le of Artemenko et al. [72℄, in

natural starting point to take for a point

whi h the theoreti al results for the ex ess

for mi robridges was the idea of a ballisti

both S S and S N

urrent in

onta ts were presented.

In

 Therefore, parti les
with energies jE j <  ontribute to the urrent in the
bridge. Naturally, the gap in the S-region does not prevent the harge transfer by the ele trons with the energy
jE j < . The urrent transferred by these parti les
onverts into the pair urrent in the S-region. Note
that the analogous pro ess ( alled the Andreev's ree tion) takes pla e in a pure metal when ele trons pass
through the ideal SN interfa e. The message that the
that paper, the authors write:

mu h more transparent

on ept of Andreev ree tion

onta t and
point

on-

ta t, analogous to the ow resistan e of an ori e in
the Knudsen gas limit.

It sets the starting point for

an interpretation of the se ond item mentioned in the
pre eding se tion of the subharmoni

gap stru ture by

Klapwijk, Blonder, and Tinkham [75℄. By allowing for
energy- onserving multiple Andreev pro esses, it beame immediately plausible that the subharmoni

gap

stru ture had to be understood in the same framework as the ex ess

urrent, and that it was a dier-

ent form of the quasiparti le

urrent ow, analogous

to Giaever tunneling but now in luding higher-order

was hidden underneath the heavy mathemati al for-

pro esses. (This was quite dierent from the starting

malism was brought by Mi hael Tinkham to his PhD

point for the Josephson

students and one of his post-do s (one of the present

ti

authors) from a visit to Mos ow in 1978. Without this

be ause the pro ess was

expli itly made

onne tion with the

urrent known from the ballis-

model of Kulik [22℄ and Bardeen and Johnson [76℄,
onsidered to be not due to

on ept of An-

the Josephson ee t.) A des ription was found on the

dreev ree tion, it would have been mu h more dif-

basis of the traje tory method and presented as an in-

 ult to appre iate the major step forward in under-

vited talk, resulting from rumors that we had some-

standing

thing new to tell, at the Low Temperature

onstri tion-type super ondu ting devi es. It

proved that a mi ros opi

analysis was needed to un-

onferen e

in Los Angeles (1823 August 1981) and published in

derstand the voltage- arrying state not only of tunnel

the pro eedings [75℄.

jun tions but also of point- onta t devi es and that

the

the RSJ model was misleadingly la king relevant mi ro-

Andreev ree tion and normal ree tion lo ated at the

s opi

ne k of the

IV

input. With the word Andreev ree tion for the

urves of Josephson point

on eptual framework for

onta ts on the table, the

I=

onstri tion-type Josephson

Z

jun tions had to turn from phenomenologi al to miros opi . (The

IV

1 
eR
n

The fun tion

based on the kineti

e ient. For

tors proposed by Aronov and Gurevi h [74℄.
were

So they

on eptually very well prepared.)

onta ts subje t to both

onstri tion:

for the ele tri al resistan e in the intermediate state
lean super ondu -

ontained the des ription of

 dE [1 + A(E ) B (E )℄[f (E eV ) f (E )℄:

on ept of Andreev ree tion already

appeared in the work of Artemenko and Volkov [73℄
equations for

It

urve of an NS point

A(E ) is alled the Andreev ree tion oE < , it should ideally be 1, ree ting

perfe t ele tronhole
ably o

(11)

onversion, whi h would unavoid-

ur at a sharp interfa e between the super on-

du ting phase and the normal phase in an atomi ally
uniform material, su h as in the intermediate state:

7. DIRECTION, CHARGE, AND ENERGY
DEPENDENCE OF BALLISTIC ANDREEV
REFLECTION: 19801984

A(E < ) =
The fun tion

The theory of Artemenko et al. was based on diffusive super ondu tors in whi h the elasti
path is mu h shorter than the BCS
and also than the size of the

mean free

oheren e length

onstri tion. The

on ept

of Andreev ree tion was mu h more tailored to the
pi ture of plane waves emanating from reservoirs anal-

elasti

2

E 2 + (2 E 2 )(1 + 2Z 2 )2
B (E ) = 1 A(E ) for E <

eterized by

Z,

whi h is

T

ourse, for high values of

et al.

for ele tron fo using.

After the insightful re-

marks about the relevan e of Andreev ree tion, the

onne ted to the normal-state

= 1=(1 + Z 2). For Z =
= 0, indeed, A = 1 and B = 0. A similar expression
ontrols A and B for energies above the gap, E > . Of

transmission o e ient

to zero, but up to about

for ele tronphonon spe tros opy and by Tsoi

 is the

elasti -s attering pro ess at the interfa e. It is param-

onta t and

et al.

(12)

ba ks attering, whi h would be present for any

the subsequent implementation by Yanson and Jansen

ogous to the ideas of the Sharvin point

:

by

T

E , the Andreev ree

tion goes

3, there is still a signi ant

ontribution. In relation to pra ti al experiments, an

Z or the normal
Z = 1, whi h ree ts

important aspe t is the sensitivity to
state transmission
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0
V0, mV

2

3:8 K. Ele

trons inje ted at point onta t E rea h

olle tor C following

4

H

lassi al traje tories
. Full

ontrolled by

the magneti

eld

urves are ele tron traje to-

ries, dashed

urves are hole traje tories after Andreev

ree tion below T . Taken from [85℄

One of the rst point- onta t experiments

showing the energy-dependent Andreev ree tion
e ient weighted by the distribution fun tions.

overed

riti al temperature of

without any elasti

o-

s attering, whi h we felt was our

most important innovation. Moreover, he predi ted an

The

enhan ement of the

ts are for the same set of parameters, with only the

ondu tion by a fa tor of 3, whi h

we saw as a sign that despite the mathemati al skills,

temperature being varied. From Voss [82℄

the physi al

ontent was not fully appre iated (an erra-

tum appeared soon) [79℄. Undoubtedly, the major step
a transmission probability of 0.5 (one would normally
all it a very high transmission), the Andreev ree tion
probability has de lined for

E

= 0 by a fa tor of 10.

This illustrates the high sensitivity to elasti

forward we made was the in lusion of elasti

sev used, only after the introdu tion of new boundary
onditions in 1984 [80℄.

s atter-

One of the very interesting aspe ts of the BTK pa-

ing, whi h is important to super ondu ting hybrids. In
Fig. 5, one of the rst

omparisons with these theoreti-

al predi tions is shown using a molybdenumtantalum
point

onta t. With

all the other

Z

as the only tting parameter,

Sin e the traje tory method did not have a
for higher orders, all
the subharmoni

per is that it made it possible by a simple point

ut-o

ontributions weighed equally and

gap stru ture disappeared at lower

onta t

te hnique, pioneered by Sharvin and developed further
by Yanson, Jansen et al., and Tsoi, to read o the energy dependen e of the Andreev ree tion

urves are generated using Eq. (11).

s attering,

whi h be ame possible within the formalism that Zait-

oe ient,

as already appearing in the original paper by Andreev
in 1964, from the derivative of the

IV

urve. We em-

phasize the energy dependen e, as was

learly shown

temperatures. The obvious step to take was to intro-

by Blonder and Tinkham [81℄, but was in retrospe t

du e a nite transmissivity of the

already present in the data of Gubankov et al. [71℄.

onstri tion, but the

authors did not see a way to handle this. This led to

The rst systemati

an analysis of the mu h simpler problem of a ballisti

Fig. 5, in whi h a set of

use of this opportunity, shown in
ondu tan e

urves is given for

S N onta t, whi h be ame the now well-known BTK

a MoTa point

paper [14℄. In a subsequent analysis, we returned to the

hard Voss [82℄ (a student of Wohlleben) in Cologne.

S S ase by putting two N S

The quantitative su

onta ts together [77℄,

although we knew that this failed to des ribe the sys-

onta t from the PhD Thesis of Geress and the detailed dependen e

on the energy led to the emergen e of Andreev point
onta t spe tros opy. Another important aspe t is the

tem properly, in parti ular, for low transmissivities of
the double-barrier elasti potentials. While we were do-

ballisti

ing this work, we re eived a opy in Russian of an arti le

ta t, whi h is apparently justied despite the

published by Zaitsev [78℄, in whi h he treated the S S

ri ation te hnology. The simpli ity of the te hnique has

and the S N

ase in the ballisti

limit. It made us a

bit nervous about the originality of our work. On the
other hand, he treated only a fully transmissive

nature of the assumed

allowed using it in a laboratory

ondu tion of the

on-

rude fab-

ourse to train under-

graduate students [83℄.

ase,

The ballisti
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U(H)

oe ient, whi h has now been ap-

plied to a large variety of super ondu ting materials
and the relevant theory has been generalized.

Very

re ently, the Sharvin point- onta t idea was also extended to apply to

orrelated materials by Lee et

al. [84℄. Nevertheless, one of the hall-marks of Andreev
ree tion is the idea of retroree tion. This is universally assumed to be one of the properties

1

ontained

2

in the experimental data and sometimes expli itly assumed in the

3

al ulations. However, a dire t demon-

4

stration of retroree tion itself is an interesting experimental

hallenge. The expli it demonstration started

in the work Sharvin and Tsoi on point
high-purity

onta ts with

rystals. A dire t demonstration was

5

ar-

ried out by Bozhko et al. [85℄ at Chernogolovka and
Benistant et al. [86℄ in Nijmegen using what is
ele tron fo using.
from a point

It requires the ballisti

alled

transport

onta t used as an emitter, the ree tion

0

5

10

15 H, Oe

from a super ondu tor, and the subsequent absorption
by a se ond point
(Fig. 6).
eld, the
point

onta t that serves as a

olle tor

Fig. 7. The ele tron-fo using signal observed in the

Depending on the strength of the magneti
y lotron orbits

onta ts. At spe i

oales e at the absorbing
values of the magneti

the lowest value given by

le tor

B

f o us

and

learly shows the emer-

olle -

temperatures. A very

positive

F

eld, two peaks are found. For elasti

K from top down. It

gen e, at a eld strength of 10 Oersted, of an initially
ontribution, whi h be omes negative for lower
lear proof of the (almost) iden-

ti al but reverse, momenta and of the

tor, a maximum signal is found. With in reasing the
magneti

2:78

ol-

3:80, 3:78, 3:74, 3:70,

eld,

= 2~k =2L with L

being the distan e between the emitter and the

onta t for temperatures

harge reversal.

Taken from [85℄

s at-

tering, these are two with the same sign. For Andreev
ree tion, a se ond one has an opposite sign be ause
of the opposite

harge.

And if it is indeed retrore-

e tion, the hole traje tories should be

ele tron traje tories. This is exa tly what is found and
shown in Fig. 7.

transmission-matrix formalism.

opies of the

Sin e the devi es be-

ame small enough su h that quantum

oheren e was

maintained over the size of the devi e, transport be-

This last point- onta t experiment

ame dominated by quantum interferen e. The emer-

ompleted the demonstration of the essential ingredi-

gen e of this approa h has greatly beneted from the

ents of Andreev ree tion: the energy dependen e, the
harge reversal, and time-reversed paths.

in reasing

apability of making metalli

stru tures on

a nanos ale with lithography, in parti ular, ele tronbeam lithography.

Resear h obje ts from

ondensed-

matter systems were made in whi h the length s ale

8. QUANTUM TRANSPORT IN A POINT
CONTACT: 1988

be ame a very important parameter. The resear h obje ts are often

alled nano-devi es or nano-stru tures,

although in parti ular the name devi e is somewhat
In the 1980s, the world of me hani ally-made point
onta ts was gradually being transformed into a world
of nanostru tures made through
ogy. In this transition, the

lean-room te hnol-

on ept of Andreev ree -

misleading. They are usually not intended to provide
real fun tionality, but rather to serve as a vehi le to
reveal physi al phenomena.

In that sense, it is part

of the experimentalist's toolbox. For some, the Large

How-

Hadron Collider in Geneva is the experimental system

ever, the rst step was to take the idea of a Sharvin

to do s attering experiments with, for others, it is a

point

nano-devi e of whi h many

tion be ame fully embedded in the nanoworld.
onta t from a

traje tories into the

lassi al

on ept with ballisti

urrently dominant paradigm of

worldwide.

In

an be made in

lean rooms

ombination with a super ondu tor, a

quantum transport. In the normal state, the transport

nanodevi e is unavoidably an inhomogeneous super on-

properties in small-s ale stru tures are treated with the

du ting system.
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atoms in whi h dierent states of matter
The

entral

an o

ur.

L

on ept to des ribe their transport is the

s attering matrix,

onsisting of asymptoti ally-free in-

2DEG



oming states through an intera tion region and providing free outgoing states. A re ent review on the theoreti al aspe ts is provided by Lesovik and Sadovskyy [87℄.
It is parti ularly spe i
justied in

V

i
gate

about the way in whi h it is

omparison to the more

W

W

B

onventional kineti

equation and Green's fun tion approa hes and also as
regards the assumptions that are made and have to be

Fig. 8.

satised in experimental systems.

on top of a
(2DEG). By

The resistan e in the normal state in the BTK result was

the point

ondu tion as a quantum

2DEG

transport phenomenon and is given by

G=
G

where
and

is the

e2 T
;
~ R

GaAs/AlGaAs 2-dimensional ele

onta ts. Given the low

to be quantized.

R are the transmission and ree

ondu tor and
tion

arrier density of the

ompared to a metal, the transport was found
The design was made to allow for

an ele tron-fo using experiment analogous to the one

(13)

ondu tan e of a

tron gas

hanging the gate voltage, the 2DEG is de-

pleted and transport is only possible in the gaps forming

learly in the spirit of the early proposition of

Landauer [88℄ about ele tri al

The experimental arrangement of the gates

arried out by Tsoi et al. [39℄. Figure taken from [93℄

T

oe ients.

The Landauer formula, Eq. (13), has been generalized to multi- hannels by Büttiker et al. [16℄ and is expressed as

G=
where

t

nm

N
X

jt j2 ;

oe ient for s attering

onta t from in oming

hannel

m.

The

jt j2 = Æ

nm .

nm

hannel

ase with no elasti

in the wire, the perfe t Sharvin
to

(14)

nm

=1

n;m

is the transmission

through the
going

e2
~

onta t,

n into out-

s attering
orresponds

This appealing s attering-matrix ap-

proa h was introdu ed to deal with normal transport in
small stru tures with a length smaller than the phasebreaking length, over whi h phase

oheren e was pre-

served.
At about the same time, the dis overy of the quantum Hall ee t in 1980 by Von Klitzing et al. [89℄
in sili on MOSFETs, followed by the dis overy of the
fra tional quantum Hall ee t by Tsui et al. [90℄ in
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostru tures, led to a strongly in-

The ele tron-fo using signal observed in the

Fig. 9.

reased interest in 2-dimensional systems with a high

olle tor

onta t for a range of temperatures,

mobility. Prior to the dis overy of these systems, the

lustrating the ballisti

ballisti

of the phase

transport

ould be realized only in large single

rystals of well-behaving metals. With the semi ondu -

oheren e, u tuations were observed re-

e ting the fa t that the des ription has to go beyond

tor te hnology, new arti ially-made systems be ame
available and were

learly il-

nature of the transport. Be ause

the

lassi al traje tories (and of

ourse evolves into the

quantum Hall ee t). Figure taken from [93℄

ontinuously improved. These semi-

ondu tor heterostru tures provided a 2-dimensional
analogue of the large single

rystals of the past with

the advantage of being a fully 2-dimensional systems

of heterostru tures,

where the

ried out in a

arrier density

ould also be

hanged with a

gate.
These two developments, the mi rofabri ation tools
and the availability of new forms of matter in the form

2

ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 6 (12)

ame together in experiments

Laboratories and Delft University of Te hnology.
spired by the point
ments
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rystals of metals like silver, a

onta t geometry was designed for a 2-di-

mensional ele tron gas in GaAs/AlGaAs (Fig. 8). The
transport through one of these point

onta ts led to

the surprising, but rapidly understood, dis overy of
quantized transport by Van Wees et al. [92℄; the paper was submitted on De .

31, 1987.

The ele tron-

fo using experiments, exploiting the two
gether (Fig. 9),

onta ts to-

were published separately by Van

Houten et al. [93℄ and submitted one week after the
quantum point- onta t paper, on Jan.

6, 1988. This

parti ular development towards the dis overy of quantum transport, simultaneously with Wharam et al. [94℄,
inspired by a dierent

on eptual tradition,

shows

ni ely how the original idea of Sharvin on point

on-

ta ts and of Tsoi on ele tron fo using had found its way
to the modern lithography applied to

ondensed-matter

stru tures, based on semi ondu ting heterostru tures.

Fig. 10.

Apparently, unaware of these re ent developments, Tsoi

A jun tion with a

ontrollable break. Su h a

onguration allows gently breaking a wire, after whi h

et al. in a review in 1989 [95℄ expe ted a development

the two

to use ele tron fo using in the study of Andreev ree -

a va uum tunnel

tion in lithographi ally-made stru tures.

lean pie es

atom point

an be brought together to form

onta t, whi h evolves into a singleonta t. Figure taken from [97℄

9. MECHANICAL BREAK-JUNCTIONS:
SUPERCONDUCTING QUANTUM POINT
CONTACTS: 1992

nal ele tron gas is unae ted. Only at some point, a

The des ription of quantum transport with the

The reservoirs are therefore of the same material as

tron gas, des ribed in the pre eding se tion. With the
split-gate te hnique, the major part of the 2-dimensioonstri tion is

transmission-matrix formalism has
peal also for super ondu tivity.

learly a strong ap-

It

an easily be in-

the

reated whose width

onstri tion. The real physi al

an be adjusted.
onta ts to the ap-

paratus do not play a role, be ause the wide se tions of

tegrated with an analysis based on the Bogoliubov

the 2-dimensional ele tron gas serve as the equilibrium

De Gennes equations, assuming a ballisti

reservoirs. The system is fully homogeneous in its prop-

transport

system. An important problem is that a number of as-

erties, only the geometry of the

in an experiment. As summarized
et al. [16℄, the model system
ents.

learly in Büttiker

onsists of three ingredi-

There is a sample, whi h is

hara terized by

a transmission matrix with the elements

t

nm .

There

ondu tion

hannel is

hanged.

sumptions are made, whi h are often di ult to meet

A hieving similar experimental
quantum transport

onditions for a

hannel with a super ondu tor is

mu h harder. The unavoidable solution is to

ombine

two dierent materials, one that provides super on-

is no energy relaxation in the sample and transport

du ting reservoirs and the other that a ts as the sam-

through the sample is phase

ple. These systems are therefore

oherent. The sample is

onne ted on both sides to leads, whi h only serve to
transport plane waves ba k and forth with probability

1.

Hen e, they do not

pro ess. The leads are

The most natural link with the assumptions of the

ontribute to the s attering

transmission matrix for super ondu ting nanotrans-

onne ted to reservoirs, whi h

port is that of the me hani al-break jun tions [96℄ with

serve as equilibrium baths of ele trons with a
hemi al potential and temperature. The value

ertain

an example shown in Fig. 10.

an be

whi h

dierent in both reservoirs to represent an applied volt-

By breaking a wire,

an then be gradually brought together again,

single-atom point

age dieren e.

onta ts are

reated. The quantum

ondu tor and the reservoirs are made of the same ma-

These assumptions are very reasonable for the
ventional metalli

alled super ondu t-

ing hybrids; we return to them below.

point

for the quantum point

on-

onta ts. They are also valid

onta ts in a 2-dimensional ele -

terial in analogy to the GaAs/AlGaAs point
In Fig. 11, the left panel shows a set of
single-atom
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mismat h between the two
mission

onta ts limiting the trans-

oe ients ex ept for the orientation of the or-

bitals. This super ondu ting experimental system has
the strong advantage that all experimental
of the quantum transport problem

omponents

onsist of the same

material.

10. SUPERCONDUCTING HETEROHYBRIDS:
1985, 19901992
The interest in super ondu tors in

ombination

with semi ondu tors was initially not just driven by
A set of I V

Fig. 11.

urves for in reasing

interest in quantum transport. It was also in response

onta t

Al (panel a) and for Au, whi h is part of a
bilayer of Al on top of Au (panel b ). Note the ex ellent

to

agreement between theory and experiment in panel a.

tunnel jun tions had re eived widespread attention be-

strength for

In panel b, a

lear demonstration is given of how multi-

ple Andreev ree tion is
relation in

Au,

reated by an indu ed pair

with some minor deviations a

the

ollapse of

the super ondu ting Josephson-

omputer program. From the mid-1960s, the Josephson
ause of the program at IBM, Bell Labs, NIST, and

or-

various Japanese and European Laboratories to de-

ounted

for by the theory. Figure taken from [98℄

velop a digital Josephson

omputer, whi h would be

fast and have a low power

onsumption. Around 1983,

this highly visible Josephson- omputer program of IBM
tom up it shows the evolution of the

IV

was
urve from

weak onta t to stronger onta t. It is a modern version
of the old Sharvin point

onta t with the

lean-room

an elled (earlier already at Bell Labs, and else-

where it was qui kly

onsiderably redu ed). In the af-

termath, it was extensively dis ussed that a Josephson
jun tion had an important drawba k. It is a 2-terminal

te hnology used to make a devi e that allows the break-

devi e, unlike the very su

ing of a wire and the readjustment to bring the broken

sistor, whi h is a 3-terminal devi e with gain: the out-

pie es together with subatomi

pre ision.

The data

ontain the same features observed in earlier generations of

onstri tion-type Josephson jun tions.

They

in lude the phenomenon of multiple Andreev ree tions

put voltage, for example,

2=n and an ex ess

of

In Fig. 11 , a similar set of

2.

b

urrent beyond a voltage

an be larger than the input

voltage. The gatability of a semi ondu tor as part of
a super ondu ting devi e or some other s enario might
help.

or multiparti le tunneling, leading to stru ture at voltages of

essful semi ondu tor tran-

Meanwhile, many university laboratories with interest in super ondu ting thin lms started to use lithog-

urves is shown

raphy and advan ed ele tron-beam lithography with

onta t. However, the Au is part

modied SEMs. The interest in small-area Josephson

of a bilayer with Al. The Au has be ome super ondu -

tunnel jun tions led at Bell Labs in 1977 to the very

for a single-atom Au

ting through the proximity ee t. The experiment very

resear h-friendly DolanDunkleberger [

ni ely illustrates how the Andreev ree tions are

lift-o te hnique, often

ou-

99; 100℄ sten il

alled shadow evaporation. Ini-

pled to the indu ed super ondu ting order in Au. The

tially introdu ed as a te hnique for advan ed pho-

dieren es

tolithography, it was, with the advent of ele tron-beam

an be largely a

ounted for by the standard

diusive proximity-ee t theory using the quasi lassial equations.
Sin e the tunneling strength is tunable by the deliate adjustment between the atoms, both sets of

urves

an be understood as being due to a limited number
of

ondu tion

lithography, qui kly used in the dimension range of
hundreds of nanometers. It allowed the development of

hannels, related to the orbitals of the

aluminium or gold atoms.

With in reasing the

pling strength, the transmission

oe ients get

ouloser

thin-lm devi es
lapping in

onsisting of multiple materials over-

ertain areas with or without an oxide bar-

rier in between.

Therefore, it was possible to

bine super ondu tors with a normal metal,

om-

onne ted

in multiple ways, and, for example, to measure the
lo al density of states using Giaever tunneling.

The

to unity, and the visibility of the stru ture weakens

same te hnique of shadow evaporation was also used

be ause higher-order pro esses are less damped. And

to study phase- oherent normal transport on a short-

be ause the material is the same, there is no left-over

length s ale, related to the subje t of weak lo alization,
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whi h arose at the end of the 1970s, with the s aling

dimensional ele tron gas. Currently, the interest in ma-

theory of lo alization in 1979 as the famous hallmark.

terials in whi h the surfa e a ts as the

On the fundamental side, the dis overy of the quan-

has in reased enormously.

tum Hall ee t in 1980 and of quantized

ondu tan e

In the study of ballisti

ondu ting part

Andreev ree tions, the re-

transport in 1988 led to the in reased interest in high-

sear h with InAs-based heterostru tures has provided

mobility semi ondu tor heterostru tures, in parti ular,

at least one important experimental dis overy.

if this

semi ondu torsuper ondu tor

onta ts, at relatively

low temperatures

, a zero-bias anomaly,

ould be

ombined with super ondu ting

on-

ta ts.
Although

all

nanos ale, we

these

stru tures

may

be

on

a

all them super ondu ting heterohy-

ompared to

ompared to the

T

anoni al BTK result, was rst re-

ported by Kastalsky et al. [102℄.

This anomaly

V

brids in this se tion be ause we are parti ularly inter-

sists of a peak in

ested in the path to ballisti

whi h in reases upon lowering the temperature.

transport, whi h appeared

to be available in high-mobility heterostru tures. The
goal

is

to

ombine

semi ondu tor

with super ondu ting
te hnologi al path.

In

ondu tan e

entered around

subsequent work, it has be ome

on-

= 0,

In

lear that it also o -

heterostru tures

urs in normal-metalsuper ondu tor systems and is

onta ts following a top-down

not unique to semi ondu tors. However, transport in

Another kind of super ondu ting

semi ondu tors is

loser to ballisti , whi h led Van

hybrids is based on independently-made nano-obje ts,

Wees et al. [103℄ to explain it in terms of ballisti

through a bottom-up pro ess, whi h

dreev ree tion modied by the impurity s attering in

an be further

onta ted with a super ondu tor (see the next se tion).
Ele tri al transport between a super ondu tor and
a semi ondu tor is
semi ondu tor

lose to the subje t of metal

onta ts. This has a long history, pretty

An-

Æ-fun

tion barrier introdu ed by Blonder et

al. [14℄ for elasti

s attering. Sin e the single-parti le

front of the
phase is

onserved, it be omes possible that ele trons

are repeatedly s attered ba k,

Æ-fun

oherently, by the impu-

mu h dominated by the subje t of S hottky barriers.

rities to pass the

In this semi ondu tor- onta t te hnology, the best one

paradoxi al behavior that adding impurity s attering

an a hieve is an ohmi 
the

IV

onta t. It usually means that

urve is linear, and physi ally it is the regime

where the S hottky barrier is thin enough, by high doping, to have a

tion barrier. This leads to the

enhan es the Andreev ree tion probability. In other
words, this

orre ts for the deletorious ee ts of the

Z

parameter in Eq. (12).

urrent only due to quantum me hani-

In most of the remaining work on super ondu t-

al tunneling through the S hottky barrier, without a

ing heterohybrids, the fo us was on the interplay be-

thermally a tivated

ontribution. With a degenerately

doped semi ondu tor, a ting like a metal, and the nor-

tween single-parti le phase- oherent transport,
teristi

hara -

of the small s ale of the normal metal, in in-

mal- onta t material in the super ondu ting state, it

tera tion with the ma ros opi

would a t as a normal metalinsulatorsuper ondu tor

du tor. Sin e weak lo alization has a small ee t and

phase of the super on-

(NIS), a Giaever-like tunnel jun tion. However, given

super ondu tivity a strong ee t on the

the resistan e per unit area for these

onta ts, the

the dominating pro ess is the ee t of the super on-

is very low, of the order

du tor on the normal metal, known as the proximity

transmission probability
of

10

T

4 , and therefore Andreev ree tion would not

ontribute signi antly to the

urrent.

Moreover, for

ondu tan e,

ee t. By using multiply- onne ted devi es, many experiments not possible before were

arried out.

An

sili on, for example, with a material like lead (Pb), it

example is the study of phase- oherent normal trans-

was found that the S hottky barrier is

port

ontrolled not by

ontrolled by s attering of ele trons at dierent

the work fun tion but rather by details of the atomi

endings of a super ondu ting loop.

ordering at the interfa e (see, e. g., [101℄).

fashion, the

ti e,

In pra -

onta t formation is usually mixed with

omplex

ma ros opi

materials issues. In the end, it has so far been impossi-

neti

ble to obtain interesting physi s with super ondu ting

in the

onta ts on sili on or with GaAs/AlGaAs heterostru tures, whi h were so su

essful for the quantum Hall

ee t and the quantum point

phase dieren e

ontrolled with a mag-

eld applied to the loop. This leads to os illations
ondu tan e of a normal metal wire, and is often

alled Andreev interferometry, be ause it is understood
as being due to the phase dependen e of Andreev re-

Instead, the

e tion. Some of these experiments were reviewed in

essful results have been obtained with InAs-

2004 in Ref. [104℄. Most of the experiments are in the

based semi ondu tors. This material is unique be ause

diusive limit and only assume the Andreev ree tion

the surfa e states lead to an inversion layer at the top

as the pro ess through whi h the information of the

of the

ma ros opi

most su

onta t.

In a SQUID-like

ondu tan e be omes dependent on the

rystal, whi h provides an easily a

essible 2-
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these experiments

an be interpreted with the diu-

standpoint, a gatable Josephson jun tion is potentially

sive quasi lassi al nonequilibrium theory [57℄. Conse-

of interest too. It

quently, they shed very little dire t light on the ballis-

like the eld-ee t transistor, a possibility that has

ti

Andreev ree tion pro ess itself. But the advantage

is that the experiments
tails in
ory.

an be analyzed in many de-

been la king for many years and, as mentioned above,
has hampered the development of the digital Josephson

omparison to the well-developed diusive the-

The best experimental system is a

ombination

an a t as a three-terminal devi e,

omputer. However, with the new approa hes, the gate
voltages used are in the range of tens of volts, with an

I R produ

of a normal metal and a super ondu tor, rather than

output voltage swing set by the

a semi ondu tor and a super ondu tor. A re ent ex-

usually not mu h larger than a few tens of mi rovolts.

ample is the work by Ver ruyssen et al. [105℄, in whi h

Therefore, the gain of this type of transistor, a require-

t, whi h is

a super ondu ting nanowire was atta hed to two nor-

ment for many pra ti al appli ations, is absent. One of

mal

the few examples of a

onta ts at both ends. Instead of taking an old NS

point

onta t

onguration in the diusive limit, a bulk

N reservoir was
whi h was

omparable to the input vol-

onne ted to a super ondu ting wire,

tage, is the super ondu ting transistor demonstrated

onne ted at the other end also to a large

by Morpurgo et al. [107℄. This parti ular transistor or

normal reservoir. This allows a one-dimensional analysis of the

ontrollable Josephson jun tion,

with an output voltage

onversion of normal

the evanes ent states, another

ontrol of

the Josephson

hara teristi

states in the weak link, either by hot ele trons or by a

element of

the Andreev ree tion pro ess taking pla e inside the
super ondu tor, but in this

ontrollable Josephson jun tion allows the

urrent to super urrent,

urrent by

ontrolling the o

upation of

nonequilibrium distribution [108, 109℄.

ase in the diusive limit.

The eld of super ondu ting nanohybrids is

ur-

rently a very a tive eld with high expe tations and
with a multitude of theoreti al proposals, in parti u-

11. SUPERCONDUCTING NANOHYBRIDS:
19992002

lar, based on the new semi ondu ting nanowires.
the
a

Sin e about 1999, the progress in
obje ts, usually through a
tape, has

reating nano-

ting nanostru tures. They
nano-obje ts, whi h

onsist of bottom-up grown

on lusion about the experimental status.

It may

be more useful to indi ate what the experimental diulties are to

hemi al route or s ot h

reated a dierent type of super ondu -

In

ontext of this oreview, it is premature to draw

ome to robust experimental data when

working with super ondu ting nanohybrids.

(Taken

from Avouris et al. [110℄.)

an be found by inspe tion with

an ele tron mi ros ope, whi h also allows their lo al
onta t to ele tri al

onta ts.

Although normal

12. EXPERIMENTAL COMPLEXITY OF
SUPERCONDUCTING HYBRIDS

on-

ta ts provide an interesting range of phenomena, the
use of super ondu tors as

onta ts

tra energy and the phase- oheren e

ontributes an exondition. As ex-

In the

ontext of ballisti

transport, super ondu -

pe ted, based on the universality of the Josephson ef-

ting heterohybrids and super ondu ting nanohybrids

fe t, nano-obje ts used as a weak link between two su-

are experimentally di ult to

per ondu tors

above, an attra tive aspe t of the GaAs/AlGaAs quan-

arry a super urrent with (depending on

ontrol. As pointed out

the geometry) some form of Fraunhofer-like response

tum point

to a magneti

eld and, often, the usual mi rowave-

ele tron gases and the me hani al break jun tions is

indu ed Shapiro steps. The experimentally and some-

that they provide systems that perfe tly satisfy the

times

requirements of the LandauerBüttiker s attering ap-

on eptually new aspe t is that the nature of the

nano-obje t and therefore the nature of the Josephson
oupling

onta ts and quantum dots in 2-dimensional

proa h. The reservoirs are well-dened and

learly dis-

an be tuned with a gate, whi h is also in

tin t from the s attering region, be ause of their larger

ompetition with Coulomb intera tion in these small

volume, while at the same time they are made of the

stru tures. Sin e the
du tor and the

oupling between the super on-

ondu tor plays a role, they are most

same material. This is also true for the super ondu ting atomi

point

onta ts. The hybrids are, by deni-

often analyzed as quantum dots with super ondu ting

tion, built from dierent materials. The reservoirs are

leads. This has provided an interesting additional play-

made from a material that

ground for model physi s in whi h the ee ts of the spin

ing, to provide a sour e and a

(Kondo), the Coulomb blo kade, and the Josephson

the super ondu ting state. Sin e this result is a hieved

oupling

an be explored [106℄.

From an appli ation

through a multi-step
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given of the regimes to be distinguished to understand
short- hannel graphene-based quantum
ti

oherent ballis-

transport [110℄. It has metal lms of 20 nm Pd with

30 nm Au on top of graphene, with the graphene on
SiO2 . FabryPerot resonan es are observed for the ele tron bran h of the

IV

urve,

learly signaling phase-

oherent quantum transport. The length of the

avity

is given by the un overed part of the graphene, whi h
indi ates a ree tion barrier at that interfa e, indi ated
by the Roman numeral II. In addition, a transmission
oe ient

T

MG

between the metal and the graphene is

identied, whi h is spe ied to be of the order of 0.4.
The origin of this transmission
tribute to the quantum transport for graphene

oe ient is more sys-

on-

temati ally studied in Ref. [111℄. In addition, the au-

ondu -

thors of [111℄ identied a gate-dependent transmission

Fig. 12. An indi ation of the various domains that

tors with normal metal ele trodes

oe ient

T

K,

whi h is at the positions II. The main

hannel is area III, whi h is the

hannel that

arries the

FabryPerot resonan es for the ele trons. The absen e
question to be answered after fabri ation of the devi e

of resonan es for holes is attributed to the graphene

is what one has a tually made. Usually, atoms form-

underneath the metal being

ing the materials appear to be in the right spot, but

barrier in area II with

this usually means not a lot from the point of view

np-diode.

of the ele trons.

for their InAs wires

For semi ondu tor heterostru tures,

T

K

p-doped, meaning that the
pn- and an

is the result of a

Similarly, it is argued by Kretinin et al. [112℄
oupled to Al ele trodes that the

whi h are mu h more sensitive to dopants, the inter-

relevant length for the FabryPerot resonan es is at the

fa es are made in UHV systems. For super ondu ting

edge of the metal- overed part and the un overed part

hybrids, su h an

in situ te

hnology is not used and often

not needed. Nevertheless, an important part of the experiments is the

of InAs. And nally, the same has been found experimentally in

arbon nanotubes by Liang et al. [113℄.

hara terization of the devi e, usually

In most Josephson jun tion experiments, a simi-

by ele tri al transport, to determine what has a tually

lar sear h for the limiting experimental parameters is

been fabri ated. Hen e, the

needed, be ause most experiments fo us on the gatabil-

hara terization of the de-

vi es by ele tri al measurements is intermixed with the
identi ation of new physi s and the
theoreti al approa h for the

reated nanostru ture.

In many experiments with super ondu ting hybrids,
a Josephson

urrent is observed.

However, a quan-

titative analysis turns out to be quite di ult.
observed

riti al

ounted hysteresis observed in the

urves, there is often a la k of knowledge about the

urrent, and a Josephson

an be established through a

urrent

omplex barrier, whose

details are not analyzed. An ex eption is in the work
of Rohlng et al. [114℄, where for a NbInAs Josephson

The

urrent is usually smaller than ex-

pe ted, there is una

IV

ity of the Josephson

hoi e of the best

onta t for the transport

oe ient

T

h

hannel, a transmission

= 0:8 is found, whereas for the inter-

fa e between the 2-dimensional ele tron gas in InAs
and the super ondu ting metal the value



NS

= 0:06

is identied. Consequently, a high number of multiple

interfa e properties between the super ondu tor and

Andreev ree tions signal a highly transmissive

the nano-obje t, and, nally, there is usually no quan-

du tion

on-

hannel, but does not signal a highly trans-

titative analysis of the voltage- arrying state. To un-

parent interfa e between the super ondu tor and the

derstand the transport pro esses in the super ondu t-

2-dimensional ele tron gas.

ing hybrids better, we need a better understanding of

At this point, it is worth returning to the exper-

the experimental system itself. The energy-dependent

iments by S heer et al. [98℄. In this

transport pro esses are the result of a mixture of elas-

s ale

ti

and Andreev ree tion in a system in whi h ballisti

and diusive transport pro esses are distributed inhomogeneously.
The same level of un ertainty also o

ase, an atomi -

onta t of Au was used as the quantum

ondu tor

oupled to bilayers of Al and Au. By studying the
ta ts in the tunneling limit, they

on-

ould measure the in-

du ed density of states in the N-part of the NS bilayer,
urs with nor-

whi h

an be

al ulated using the Usadel theory and

mal ele trodes. An example was re ently provided by

whi h has extensively been measured with tunnel jun -

Avouris et al. [110℄. In Fig. 12, a pi torial summary is

tions (in fa t, it is the basis of the widely used niobium
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Fig. 14.

An experimental attempt to

dened

onta t between a super ondu tor and a semi-

reate a better-

ondu ting nanowired to redu e the number of unknown parameters and to
Fig. 13.

dimensions that

onditions for the ele -

ysis. Figure taken from [118℄

ontribute to the proximity ee t and

therefore inuen e the energy-dependent

reate

tron waves, whi h are sus eptible to a theoreti al anal-

A pi ture taken from [116℄ showing the nite
ondu tan e

in a real devi e

Finally, one more aspe t of the problem is the super ondu tor itself.
trilayer-jun tion te hnology).
a

Hen e, they have very

urate information about the indu ed proximity ef-

It is usually a thin lm of nite

length. Obviously, the metalli

point

onta ts, whi h

have served the eld of point- onta t spe tros opy very

fe t in N. Subsequently, they brought the Au ele trodes

well, are providing massive equilibrium reservoirs. In

together, approa hing the limit of highly transmissive

thin-lm mi robridges, it was found important to make

hannels.

From a transmission-matrix point of view,

variable-thi kness bridges in order to avoid thermal

the reservoirs are now formed by the indu ed proxim-

runaway at lower temperatures.

ity ee t in N, whi h does not display a standard BCS

were also needed in an experiment to study the two-

form with just a lower gap but has the well-known fea-

point resistan e of a super ondu ting wire between

tures su h as a strong peak at the edge of the spe tral

normal ele trodes [105℄.

gap.

rium reservoirs, a nite-size super ondu tor is also

This indu ed super ondu ting state is now the

These requirements

Apart from thermal equilib-

sour e and drain for the transmission matrix, with a

tributing to the proximity ee t (Fig. 13).

proximity-indu ed Andreev ree tion

addressed re ently by Kopnin et al. [

taking into a
is not

ount that a

oe ient, also

ertain length of the gold

on-

This was

115; 116℄.

The pro ess of Andreev ree tion is indeed at the

overed by the super ondu tor. The results are

ore of the transport properties of super ondu ting

b with quite a good quantitative agree-

nanohybrids, but it takes quite some eort for an ex-

ment, although not as good as in the full super ondu t-

perimentalist to nd out exa tly how. This is the main

ing

reason why the dire t observation of the unique fea-

shown in Fig. 11

a

ase in Fig. 11 .
Similarly, we

an

ombine the insight obtained from

tures of Andreev ree tion is mu h more di ult in the

the observations on the FabryPerot os illations. They

modern-day nanostru tures than in the old-fashioned

suggest that it is very plausible, depending on the de-

point- onta t te hnology and in point

tails, that ele tron waves

tros opy.

an also elasti ally s atter at

the interfa e between the super ondu tor- overed and
the un overed part of graphene, a

arbon nanotube or

Two fruitful approa hes
is to invest

onta t spe -

an be used. One of them

onsiderable experimental eort to disen-

a semi ondu ting nanowire (region III in Fig. 12). And

tangle all aspe ts of the problem. Along this path, the

it is well known that a small amount of elasti

re ent paper by Abay et al. [117℄ on InAs wires

s at-

tering has a strong ee t on the physi al appearan e of
the

IV

tive and

oupled

to super ondu tors has made quite a bit of progress.

urve. Consequently, the problem of a quantita-

The se ond approa h is to simplify the experimental

on eptual understanding needs three dierent

arrangement. An example is shown in Fig. 14, taken

transmission

oe ients:

T

NS

at the interfa e between

the super ondu tor and the normal metal,
edge of the
transmission

T

E

at the

overed and the un overed part, and the
oe ient

T

h

of the a tual quantum

on-

from [118℄. A semi ondu tor nanowire is

hopped o

at the ends and the super ondu tor is atta hed at the
tops.

This should potentially redu e the number of

relevant transmission

oe ients.

Similarly, su h an

du tor (assuming that it is possible to split the system

approa h has been used re ently with a buried 2-di-

into a number of well-identied parts).

mensional ele tron gas by et hing a mesa and atta hing
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oupled through the pro ess of Andreev

ree tion. The phase dependen e is not emphasized in
the original paper by Andreev [1℄. It is also not very

2-dimensional ele tron gas together with super ondu t-

visibly present in a subsequent paper on the ele troni

ing

states in the normal domains of a super ondu tor in the

onta ts, analogous to the Tsoi experiments, but

with the added option of the intera tion with the quan-

intermediate state. It is demonstrated that the energy

tum Hall ee t and/or the spin Hall ee t.

levels are quantized [122℄.

A nal example is an approa h in whi h new reser-

used to

This quantization is then

al ulate several thermodynami

quantities. In

voirs are onstru ted with spe ial properties as a means

1969, Kulik [22℄ addressed this phase dependen e by

to dis over new physi s in

pointing out that a bound state already assumes phase

onventional materials. An

example of this approa h is provided by Khaire et

oheren e, whi h, if the two super ondu tors have a

al. [120℄, to demonstrate the triplet proximity ee t.

dierent phase, makes the bound state energies depen-

The

ommonly used approa h to the proximity ee t is

based on singlet Cooper pairs, whi h is the standard interpretation of the Josephson

urrent in an SNS system

for a diusive system. For a thin ferromagneti
between two super ondu tors, the Josephson

oupling

energy in the ferromagnet, whi h leads to a very short
Khaire et al.

pla ed two modied

reservoirs of the singlet super ondu tor on both sides
of the ferromagnet. Inspired by the work of Bergeret et
al. [121℄, they modied the super ondu ting ele trodes
by

overing them with a thin layer of normal metal

followed by a very thin ferromagnet.

E =

layer

dies out rather qui kly be ause of the large ex hange
oheren e length.

dent on the phase dieren e, leading to a dis rete set
of phase-dependent energies:

n

romagnet, in

ontrast to the singlet pairs.

Although

this experiment is performed in a diusive system, it
illustrates very ni ely that a
the reservoir
this

an

reative modi ation of

hybrids are very interesting and ri h in potential. Mu h
more is to be expe ted, but they require very advan ed
ontrol and extensive

F

E

is

n

loser to

0 , the energy gap in the super ondu -

tor:

(E ) = ar os E :
0

hara terization, whi h

As we now see, time was also needed to

dire tly measure the Andreev bound states predi ted

E are twofold degenerate for  = 0 and split
 6= 0, whi h is mi ros opi ally why there is a
urrent running for a dieren e in the phases 1

The levels

n

apart for
super
and

2 ,

and the reason why there is a net Josephson

urrent for

 6= 0.

Kulik used this analysis to

free normal region. Beenakker and Van Houten [123℄
whi h the normal domain is short
heren e length. In that

disappears and the quantity

A

transmission

A

of the

 appearing in Eq. (7) is a

relevant when phase

.

hannel with a

q

=  1

 sin2 (=2):

(18)

Ever sin e the rst theoreti al identi ation of disrete energy levels by Andreev and Kulik, several at-

quantum phase of the super ondu tor.

quantity with a well-dened phase

ondu tion

(17)

 , the Andreev levels are given by
E

Andreev ree tion pro ess is the dependen e on the
The pair potential

o-

plays a key role, leading

=  os(=2):

If there is s attering in the

hara teristi

ompared to the

ase, the thi kness dependen e

to a single twofold-degenerate Andreev level:

E

13. PHASE DEPENDENCE AND ANDREEV
BOUND STATES: 1969, 1992, AND 2013

ma ros opi

al ulate

used the same approa h for a one-dimensional model in

in 1965.

The last and very important

(16)

the super urrent in an SNS system, with a s attering

ase, through a ferromagnet.

takes time.

(15)

energy-dependent, whi h be omes more relevant when

onsiderably modify the transport, in

These examples illustrate that the super ondu ting

material

n

onverter of

oheren e length in a fer-

F

lo ity,

singlet pairs into triplet pairs. They demonstrate that
su h triplet pairs have a long

2d [2(n + )  ℄;

E is the nth energy level, v is the Fermi ved is the thi kness of the normal layer, n is an
integer, and  is the dieren e between the phases of
the super ondu tors, 1 2 . The quantity
is weakly
where

This sandwi h

a ted, through the thin ferromagnet, as a

v

omplex

tempts have been made to measure these dis rete levels

It be omes very

dire tly by some form of spe tros opy. The la k of su -

oheren e in a normal metal

ess until re ently was partially be ause the require-

lose

to a super ondu tor is measured or when two super-

ment of one-dimensionality in a ballisti
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not fullled in most experimental systems.

The rst

Andreev ree tion.

Su h a quantitative evaluation

indi ation was provided by Morpurgo et al. [124℄ by

has also been possible in many experiments based

studying normal transport through a semi-ballisti

on

herent
ture.

ondu tor of InAs of an InAs/AlSb heterostru The

ondu tor was on both sides

super ondu tor
magneti
the

o-

onne ted in a loop.

oupled to a

By applying a

eld, the phase dieren e on both sides of

ondu tor

ould be tuned, leading to the obser-

vation of a broad feature, whi h was
an Andreev bound state.
super urrent is
but by a

onsistent with

diusive inhomogeneous systems,

and the theory is more
semi-ballisti

or

omplex.

partially

In the more re ent

ballisti

thin-lm-based

super ondu ting hetero- and nanohybrids, the quantitative

hara terization

of

the

ele tron

is unfortunately less developed.

knowledge of the relevant experimental parameters, it

arried not by a dis rete set of states

is also more di ult to identify the most appropriate

ontinuum of states

theoreti al framework to interpret the results and
to provide a quantitative evaluation.

very

resear h will undoubtedly

learly by Baselmans et al. [109℄ in

reating a so-

tion by sele tively populating the states

in the N-part of an SNS jun tion.

A full experimen-

tal observation of the dis rete Andreev levels has been
a hieved only very re ently.
ied

transport

And without the

For a diusive system, the

ontinuum of states. This

-jun

whi h the

pro ess of Andreev ree tion is mu h more hidden

also depends on the phase dieren e, as has been shown
alled

in

arbon nanotubes

or more. However, at this point in time, 50 years later,
we

both ends. By atta hing a third ele trode to the mid-

an safely

tour de for e

Pillet et al. [125℄ stud-

onne ted to super ondu tors at

This ongoing

ontinue for another de ade

on lude that it has been an impressive
to arrive at su h an extremely fruitful

on ept as Andreev ree tion inspired by the relatively
murky experimental basis of the thermal

ondu tivi-

ty of type-I super ondu tors in the intermediate state.

dle of the nanotube, they were able to measure the individual states by quasiparti le inje tion spe tros opy.
A very

lear evolution of the individual states was ob-

served, periodi

in the phase dieren e, as expe ted
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